ONE OF THE VERY BEST IN SIMBRAH !!
In 2009 we formed a partnership on this great female with
our good friends with high expectations of improving Simbrah
with her progeny. With over 20 calves produced, we believe
we are doing just that. Jennie was selected as the Grand
Champion Female at the highly competitive San Antonio Jr.
Show and won $10,000 for Kayla Boening.
Being sired by LMC EF JW Black gives Jennie that special
look with a clean and extended front end combined with a
powerful rear end. Jennie can be counted on to produce
an angular calf with plenty of eye appeal. We have bred her
to several different bulls and she continues to throw us the
keeping kind of breed improving cattle.
We are excited about calves coming this next season by
the 2011 National Champion Bull, LMC Arcadio as we feel this
mating could be her best yet. We would like to extend a BIG
HEARTY THANKS to all of those that have invested in Jennie
Walker progeny. Come see why we feel Jennie Walker has
proven to be one of the very best cows in Simbrah.

BBS Jennie Walker

LMC BBS Lively is a full sister to Jenna and Tia and
could be the thickest of them all. Lively is for sale private
treaty and should make a great cow after a successful show
career. Do what so many others have successfully done with
confidence and get the Jennie Walker advantage by adding
Lively to your string or herd.

LMC BBS Jenna is one of three 6G/LMC Rajin Cajun
daughters that will be campaigned by Faith Onstot this
coming show season. These three females are built just like
Jennie, sleek fronted, well balanced and have lots of look.
Be on the lookout for their full brother LMC BBS Tio in the
Boening Bros. operation, he is stout.

LMC BBS Tia is another solid 6G/LMC Rajin Cajun
daughter that Ryann Boening selected for her Senior year.
Tia is a thick, easy keeping female with a cool design and
lots of extension. Russell believes she is just as good, if not
better than Jennie and that is what a good cow does, out
produces herself.

LMC BBS Kim is one of five littermates that are as
good as any Simbravieh females ever produced. This MHF
Manhattan daughter nears perfection in the flesh and her full
sisters are at work in our herds. Kim topped the Simbravieh
offering at Synergy IV selling to McKaylie Phillips. Look at
the depth of body and totality of this female.

LMC BBS Final Rose is one of John Paul Rodriguez’s
two Jennie daughters that have been very successful for
him in the show ring. Addie Trojanowski also has a TKO
daughter that she has led into the winner’s circle. These
three 6GLM TKO daughters should raise lots of good ones
for John Paul and Addie, just like their momma is doing.

LMC BBS Jennie Mae is sired by LMC RFI Smith
Hurricane and is an exciting young female that Ronnie &
Susan Smith purchased at the LMC $ellabration Sale to add
to their elite herd. Jennie not only sells show cattle, she also
appeals to Simbrah breeders around the country. THANK
YOU Ronnie & Susan for all of your support.
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LMC BBS Primo was the 2010 International Reserve Calf
and Grand Champion Bull at the Rio Grande Valley Show.
This moderate and thick LMC Black Perfecto son is now at
work in Georgia in new Simbrah breeder Kevin Kent’s herd.
Dean Galbraith from Missouri has Primo’s full brother Proximo
also working in the Southeast. THANKS AMIGOS !!
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